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ABSTRACT
In the present study, field goal shooting skills of female basketball players were assessed in the
background to their reasoning ability. The sample consists of 100 female intercollegiate
basketball players (age = 21.05±1.67 yrs.). Shooting skills and reasoning ability were assessed by
Johnson’s “Basketball Field Goal Speed Shooting Test” and Mixed Type Group Test of
Intelligence prepared by Mehrotra (1984), respectively. Results reveal that field goal shooting
ability of female basketball players exhibiting superior reasoning ability was found to be
significantly better as compared to field goal shooting ability of female basketball players with
low and average reasoning ability. It was concluded that shooting skills of female basketball
players is influenced by their cognitive ability i.e. ability to rationalize problems in proper
sequence.
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INTRODUCTION
Reasoning is an ability which helps a
person come to some definitive answers from
any given situation or information. It is
sometimes termed as the speed of information
processing. The Speed at which any given
information is processed helps a person
quickly draw conclusion from any given
information. Logically, an inference is called
deductive if the truth of the initial information
(or premises) guarantees the truth of the
conclusion. The inference is called inductive
if the truth of the premises makes the
conclusion probable but not certain. Many
researchers have found that performances on
deductive and inductive tests are strongly
related. Hence reasoning ability is to draw
logical conclusions from any given situation.
The importance of cognitive ability in
sports setting has long been an area of interest
for researchers as Vernon and Mori (1992),
Kioumourtzoglou et al. (1998), Planinsec and
Pisot (2006), Karalejić and Jakovljević
(2008), Kamkary, Akbari, and Shokrzadeh
(2012) have established the relationship
between motor performance and cognitive
ability i.e. intelligence (1-5).
Like any sport, basketball requires mastery
of complex motor skills in order to perform
basic fundamental skills i.e. throwing,
passing, dribbling, and shooting. The basic
fundamental skills in basketball require a
player to quickly assess the situation and act
accordingly. Since it is a fast-paced sport, the
time to process information in the court is
very little. This is when the importance of
speed of information processing or reasoning
ability may have a vital role. Although
researchers studied various facets of
basketball (6-11), so far no such study has
been conducted in order to study shooting
skills of basketball players in the light of their
reasoning ability, hence the present study is
an attempt to assess shooting skills of female
basketball players on the basis of their level
of reasoning ability they possess. It was

hypothesized that shooting skills of female
basketball players would be significantly
influenced by their reasoning ability.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants. In the present study, 100
female intercollegiate basketball players
(age = 21.05 ± 1.67 years) were selected as
sample. The selection of subjects was done
from intercollegiate tournaments held in the
State of Chhattisgarh, India. The selection of
sample was based on convenience sampling
technique.
Tools. To assess shooting skills of
selected female basketball players, Johnson
Basketball Field Goal Speed Shooting Test
was used. This test is highly reliable and
valid. The direction of scoring for this test is
“The higher the score is, the better the ability
is”.
Mehrotra’s (1984) Mixed Type Group
Test of Intelligence (MGTI) was used to
assess reasoning ability of selected subjects
(12). It has two parts i.e. the verbal and nonverbal intelligence test. Both parts have 50
statements. The test-retest reliability of the
verbal test is 0.89, while it is 0.82 for nonverbal test. The full test reliability
coefficient is 0.86. The validity verbal test is
.86, and it is 0.72 for non-verbal test, while
the overall validity of the test is 0.87 when it
was correlated with teacher’s ratings. Only
non-verbal intelligence part which assesses
reasoning ability was used in the present
investigation.
Procedure. Johnson basketball Field
Goal Speed Shooting Test was administered
to selected female basketball players under
the supervision of investigators. The
reasoning ability part of MGTI test was
administered to each selected female
basketball player in a peaceful corner. The
response pertaining to MGTI was scored off
per author’s manual. Scores on Johnson
basketball Field Goal Speed Shooting Test
was also recorded for each selected subject.
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To divide cases into categories of superior,
average and inferior reasoning ability,
quartile (Q1 and Q3) statistical technique
was used. Subjects whose reasoning ability
scale lies below Q1 (14.25) were assigned to
inferior reasoning ability, while subjects
whose scores lies above Q3 (23.00) were
assigned to superior reasoning ability
category, and scores on reasoning ability test
lying between Q1 (14.25) and Q3 (23.00)
were assigned to average reasoning ability
category.
Statistical Analysis. All results are
expressed as mean (Standard Deviation). To
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find out the effects of reasoning ability on
shooting skills of selected female basketball
players, ‘One Way ANOVA’ was used. The
analysis was performed by Statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS) and Statistical
significance level was set at the 0.05.
RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics (Mean±S.D) of
shooting skills of female basketball players
on the basis of their reasoning ability
summarised in the table 1.

Table 1. Shooting Skills of Female Basketball Players on The Basis of Their Reasoning Ability
Goal Shooting Skills
Reasoning Ability

N

Mean

S.D

Superior
Inferior
Average

29
25
46

12.03
7.40
8.65

1.84
2.53
3.82

The findings in table 2 clearly suggest
that field goal shooting ability of female
basketball players did differ significantly on

the basis of their reasoning ability (F =
17.44, p = 0.01).

Table 2. Comparison of Shooting Skills on The Basis of Their Reasoning Ability
Source
df
Sum of Squares
Square Means
F
Sig.
Between Groups

2

326.320

163.180

Within Groups

97

907.400

9.355

99

1233.760

Total
**: p<0.01.

On the basis of LSD post hoc test (graph
1), female basketball players with superior
reasoning ability showed significantly better
field goal shooting skills as compared to
female basketball players with average
(Mean Difference = 3.38, p<0.05) and
inferior (Mean Difference = 4.63, p<0.05)
level of reasoning ability. But the field goal
shooting skills of female basketball players
with average was not found to be different

13.895

0.01**

from inferior reasoning ability statistically
(Mean Difference = 1.25, p>0.05).
DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION
Precise movements are required for field
goal speed shooting in basketball. Naturally
and for precise movements, psycho-motor
abilities are of great importance. It has also
been proved that information, processing
speed and working memory are important
aspects of psycho-motor abilities (13). To
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realize the cognitive and effective domains
of motor behavior, psychomotor aspects
work as a medium. All these domains are
interlinked and affect each other. When a
sportsperson is performing a basic skill, the
body and mind must work harmoniously.
The results of the present study give positive
indications that reasoning ability influences
shooting skills of basketball players. The
greatest and most statistically significant
correlations with the factor of general
intelligence are obtained in motor variables
whose structure is characterized by
predominant coordination, balance, speed of
alternative movements, and explosive
strength, rather than in motor tasks
consisting of unusual movement structures,
where maximum speed is required along
with the correct performance of the task.

Other motor abilities do not have statistically
significant relationships with intelligence
(14). Since field goal speed shooting
requires
certain
degree
of
motor
coordination in basketball, there is no
surprise that basketball players with superior
reasoning ability excelled in field goal speed
shooting as compared to players with
inferior reasoning ability. In the same lines,
Cashmore (2010) and Voss et al. (2010) also
observed similar results (15, 16). Hence
speed of information processing or in other
words reasoning ability is a potential enough
variable to influence basic fundamental
skills in basketball i.e. field goal shooting
skills.
It was concluded that reasoning ability is
an important marker that influences shooting
skills of female basketball players.
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Field Goal Shooting Skills
(Mean±SD)
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Graph 1. Multiple Comparison of Goal Shooting Skills of Female Basketball Players
Based On Reasoning Ability. *: Significant Different with Superior at p<0.05
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اثر توانایی استدالل بر مهارتهای میدانی شوت گل
دختران بسکتبالیست
1ویرندرا کومار سینگ2 ،سی .دی.

آگاش

 .1مسئول ورزش ،شری شانکاراچاریا ماهاویدیاالیا ،جونوانی ،باهیالی ،هندوستان.
 HOD .2و  SOSدر تربیتبدنی ،دانشگاه پت .راویشانکار شوکال ،رایپور ،هندوستان.

چکیده
در این مطالعه ،مهارتهای شوت گل دختران بسکتبالیست در زمینه توانایی استدالل آنها مورد بررسی قرار گرفت .نمونه تحقیق شامل  100دختر
بسکتبالیست دانشگاهی (سن  21/05 ± 1/67سال) بود .مهارتهای شوت و توانایی استدالل به ترتیب توسط «آزمون شوت سرعتی گل میدانی
بسکتبال» جانسون و «آزمون گروهی نوع آمیخته هوش» مهروترا ( )1984اندازهگیری شد .نتایج نشان داد که توانایی شوت گل میدانی دختران
بسکتبالیست دارای توانایی استدالل برتر بطور معناداری بهتر از دختران بسکتبالیست دارای توانایی استدالل کم و متوسط بود .این طور نتیجهگیری
میشود که مهارت های شوت دختران بسکتبالیست توسط توانایی شناختی آنها مانند توانایی تفسیر مشکالت در توالی مناسب ،تحت تأثیر قرار
میگیرد.
واژگان کلیدی :شوت ،شناختی ،بسکتبالیست ،توانایی استدالل.
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